
TAKE ME TO HONEYLAND


Honeyland was my home away from home for many years.


For those who don’t know, Honeyland is where certain movie production vehicles are parked: 
Hair/Make-up truck, Wardrobe truck, Props truck, Stars Winebegos or 3 Bangers (their 
dressing rooms), & Honey Wagons (general small wardrobe change rooms for day players).

The Honey wagons have toilets in the rear. Somtimes Honeyland is in a parking lot. Sometimes 
it’s on a busy street. 


I gotta say there is nothing like going to the bathroom, opening the door to leave & there’s a 
line up of cars waiting for a light to change. People in cars always watch you step down from 
the toilette. I can still hear them wonder, “one or two?”


Craft service would be parked in Honeyland for the breakfast hours, but once shooting began 
would move to the location.


Camera truck, Grips truck, Electrics truck, SFX truck and Set Dec would be parked at the 
location.


The movie was “The Passion of Ayn Rand”, starring: Helen Mirren, Peter Fonda, Eric Stoltz and 
Julie Delpy.


On this particular day, we had hundreds of extras. So we had 3 sites. Set, Honeyland and 
Extras Holding.


The year of the story was late1950’s - ish.


I had all the women in girdles and torpedo bras. I wanted the period to look perfect. Thank 
goodness men’s footwear was the same for 100 years!


Donna Dupere, you are the best Extras Casting agent I ever worked with!


Transportation Department was shuttling us between all 3 sites.


AD’s were on all sites.


The scene in Extras Holding was pandemonium, chaos.

I was attempting control. Suddenly an AD told me Wardrobe had walkied with a 911. They 
needed me back at the truck. 


Camera was going to roll soon. I didn’t have time for this. I had to be on set in 10 minutes to 
establish the costumes. Nonetheless, I handed resposibility to my #1 assistant in Extras. I 
frantically zoomed down the stairs out to the front entrance, where the Transportation Vans 
were lined up for shuttling.


The rule is, first van is the go to van. I jumped in the van. I looked at the driver, and 
passionately yelled “Take me to Honeyland!” 

His eyes opened up to the size and shape of saucers. He elatedly shouted back, “all right!”.




I settled slightly as he took off. I noticed a baby seat in the back, and thought aww, he’s a 
daddy.


He made a couple of turns that didn’t make sense. I figured..he’s a professional Driver, he’s got 
a short cut.


Suddenly,there were Drivers, and Locations from the movie  in front, beside  and behind us. 
The van had been cut off at the pass.


I was hurredly ushered out of the van, and into another van.


Turns out, he was NOT a Driver on the movie. I was in such a hurry, I failed to look on the 
windshield or the dash to see if the OFFICIAL PRODUCTION VEHICLE notice was there. My 
bad.


As I ran out of Extras Holding and jumped into the van, an astute AD and a Locations person 
noted that it was NOT a production van. They walkied Locations and Transport. The guys all 
leapt into action. They had in seconds figured all routes the guy could use, based on where he 
had turned, one-ways etc.  Drivers fanned out in all those directions. 

 

I was saved from some non- honeyland fate. I was saved from myself.



